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Astronauts Read It Yourself With
SPACE travel can cause a number of changes to the human body - even if you don't actually leave the spaceship or International Space Station for a space walk. UK astronaut Tim Peake has explained the ...
What happens to the body in space? Astronaut Tim Peake explains 'unusual' flu-like changes
Does flying 50 miles above the Earth's surface make you an astronaut? Depends on which aviation agency you ask.
Can Richard Branson really call himself an astronaut after Sunday's Virgin Galactic flight?
There are basically two flavors of opinion: space tourism represents the downfall of civilisation, or space tourism is helping humanity to survive on Earth and, someday, on other planets. Of course, ...
Don’t be duped into loving or hating space tourism
The Edmonton-raised physician, aquanaut and scientist-astronaut candidate has been fascinated by space travel as long as she can remember.
‘Now is the perfect time to be involved in space’: Edmonton physician and space scientist
This week, learn what it was like for the Apollo generation of kids to grow up on Earth while their fathers explored the moon, decode the cloaked history of sharks, unravel the true bond between ...
Living on Earth while your dad walks on the moon
Sir Richard Branson hailed his trip to the edge of space the "experience of a lifetime" shortly after his successful Virgin Galactic flight on Sunday (11.07.21).
'The experience of a lifetime': Sir Richard Branson makes it to the edge of space
Next week marks the beginning of LeVar Burton’s much-anticipated guest-hosting stint on Jeopardy!, a five-episode run that’s likely to undergo increased scrutiny even when compared to the attention ...
LeVar Burton's wife gave him a frank assessment of his Jeopardy! hosting abilities
Three experts told Insider about the scientific, medical, and ethical challenges of Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos' ambitions to colonize space ...
Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk both want to colonize space. Here are the 6 biggest problems with their plans, from thinning bones to toxic plants on Mars.
Donald Trump for the first time on Saturday said he would have been OK if he lost the 2020 election fairly as he spoke to thousands of supporters at an election integrity event in Phoenix.
'If I lost the election, I'd go home, start building buildings': Trump claims he would have been 'OK' with losing to Biden 'fairly' and would have returned to real estate - but ...
This week, learn what it was like for the Apollo generation of kids to grow up on Earth while their fathers explored the moon, decode the cloaked history of sharks, unravel the true bond between ...
Life on Earth while your dad walks on the moon
Here’s looking at you, kid.” “Open the pod bay doors, please, Hal.” “I have a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore.” Everyone has their favourite movie quote. So much so that we have collated another ...
Great Movie Quotes – Take 3
This month's moon, named for the time that buck deer grow their new antlers, will be at peak illumination on Friday night ...
Here's When You Can See the Stunning July Full Buck Moon for Yourself
Latest financial technology news, fintech news, fin tech news, open banking news, banking news, blogs opinion, analysis on Fintech Zoom.
Amazon Prime – 65 things under $15 on Amazon Prime that are genuinely awesome
Tokyo's heat and humidity will be most Olympic athletes' biggest nemesis in the coming weeks. To counter its effects, John Farra and USA Climbing and Nathaniel Coleman and USA Climbing are turning to ...
Olympians turn to performance technology to gain an edge in Tokyo
The Tokyo Olympics is here! While supporting our Singapore athletes at the Games, you can also realise your secret Olympic dreams through the power of video games. Here, a list of Games-related games ...
Olympic Fever: 5 Games To Get You In A Winning Mood
The Australian dad-of-three lined up to take a seat on a future Virgin Galactic flight into suborbital space has revealed how he won this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
How Velocity upgraded Australian dad to Space Class for Galactic flight
But what a wonderful experience in that we all now have an opportunity to focus on an area we may have ignored. So, let’s dust off the profile, kick up the social presence a notch, and take a little ...
Young Lawyers: Get to Know (and Love) the Digital You
It's looking like Indiana Jones 5 is set in 1969, or at least one scene in the movie will be at least. The latest set photos from filming in Glasgow have ...
Indiana Jones 5 Is Set In 1969 It Seems – Or At Least One Scene Is
Author Paige Clark was told she should write a story about Kung Fu, reference the I Ching, title a story “Chinese Whispers” and add more ghosts.
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